Tulikivi exhibits at the 2017 Northeast Biomass Heating Conference and Expo
Tulikivi builders: Adam Buursma and Mark Seymour, built this 2300 pound, cord wood fueled, masonry heater. This soapstone masonry heater fireplace was equipped with optional 2 kW electrical elements to heat for exhibit at this years Northeast Biomass Heating Conference & Expo, organized by Biomass Thermal Energy Council (BTEC).

The April 2017 conference was in Burlington Vermont. Industry professionals from North America gathered to exchange ideas on the future of Biomass fuel for heating a range of projects from large scale schools and hospitals, to small scale homes.

John Ackerly, founder and president of Alliance for Green Heat, and MHA member Ed Small, of Sheridan Stone Work, Belfast Maine, talk with Tulikivi builder and MHA member, Adam Buursma of Solfire, Jacksonville Vermont.